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There is a huge demand for dogmen in construction sites. A dogman is needed for constructing
slings. Only a trained dogman is aware of the appropriate slinging techniques. Therefore, before
working as a dogman, it is necessary to join a dogging training course where you will learn how to
apply the different slinging techniques at a workplace.

Advantages of joining dogging training course

There are myriads of benefits of participating in dogging training programs. Only a trained dogman
is eligible for a doggerâ€™s license. Licensed doggers always comply with the National Occupational
Health and Safety Certification Standards during operations. The three main aspects of a dogging
job that a person learns by participating in a training program includes identifying different types of
slings, learning various slinging techniques and ensuring maximum safety during operations by
preserving the center of gravity of loads.

Features of dogging training course

Any person of at least 18 years of age is eligible for the program. They should meet the necessary
health and fitness standards essential to work as a dogman. Moreover, basic knowledge of English
is required to follow the curriculum. The dogman training courses are usually divided into two parts â€“
theoretical and practical. The practical training program is considered the most important part of a
dogging training course. Students receive first hand experience in different methods of slinging. It
generally takes three days to complete a dogging training program.

Job opportunities for licensed dogmen

A person who has received a doggerâ€™s license after completing a dogging training course can work
in the construction industry. Setting up ropes and slings is the primary task of a trained dogman.
The slings are used for carrying workers and materials. As this is a highly hazardous job, only a
dogman who has received proper training in the relevant field can judge the maximum load that a
sling or rope can support.

There is also a huge demand for trained dogmen in exterior painting jobs. A dogman erects slings
that carry painters and the painting equipment.

An experienced dogman is also needed for assisting crane operators. A person who has
participated in a dogging training program knows the communication skills necessary for guiding
load movement. While operating a crane, often the load that the crane operator is moving with the
machinery is away from the operatorâ€™s line of vision. In such an event, a trained dogman is the only
person who can effectively communicate with the crane operator.
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If you're looking to begin an exciting career in a boom lift training melbourne, WAM is an excellent
place to start. Our experienced a scaffold training help to train staff in a dogging training course, to
work on some of the state's biggest construction projects.
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